
Divisions and Categories                           Quilt Tulsa 2020 
Divisions are determined by the eligibility of 
the “maker” of the quilt. The “maker” is the 
person who made the top. 

Master Division 
1000 Large Pieced (ONE PERSON) 
Any quilt which is 288” perimeter and 
LARGER and primarily pieced. 

1100 Large Pieced (TWO PERSONS) See 
above description; two people were 
involved in the making. 

1200 Large Applique (ONE OR TWO 
PERSONS) Any quilt which is 288” perimeter 
and LARGER and primarily applique. 

1250 Mid-Size Applique (ONE OR TWO 
PERSONS) Any quilt which is 287” perimeter 
and SMALLER and is primarily applique. 

1300 Mid-Size Pieced (ONE PERSON) Any 
quilt which is 287”perimeter and SMALLER 
and is primarily pieced. 

1350 Mid-Size Pieced (TWO PERSONS) See 
description above; two people were 
involved in the making. 

1400 Wall Quilt (ONE PERSON) Any quilt 
made to hang on a wall for decorative 
purposes. May be pieced or applique. 

1450 Wall Quilt (TWO PERSONS) See 
description above; two people were 
involved in the making. 

1500 Modern Quilt (ONE PERSON) Quilt 
may feature high contrasting colors, 
minimalism, improvisational piecing, 
expansive negative space, and non-

traditional layouts.  

1600 Modern Quilt (TWO PERSONS) See 
description above; two people were 
involved in the making. 

1700 Art Quilt (ONE PERSON) Original 
design and includes a significant amount of 
non-traditional techniques or materials as a 
major design element.   

1800 Art Quilt (TWO PERSONS) See 
description above. Two people were 
involved in the making. 

1900 Pictorial/Landscape Quilt (ONE OR 
TWO PERSONS) Quilt illustrates a 
recognizable image, such as portraits, 
wildlife, cityscapes, naturescapes etc. 

 

Please review the “Master and Artisan 
Flow Chart” to determine whether you are 
a Master or an Artisan. 

Artisan Division  

2000 Large Pieced (ONE PERSON) 
Any quilt which is 288” perimeter and 
LARGER and primarily pieced. 

2100 Large Pieced (TWO PERSONS) See 
above description; two people were 
involved in the making. 

2200 Large Applique (ONE OR TWO 
PERSONS) Any quilt which is 288” perimeter 
and LARGER and primarily applique. 

2250 Mid-Size Applique (ONE OR TWO 
PERSONS) Any quilt which is 287” and 
SMALLER and is primarily applique. 

2300 Mid-Size Pieced (ONE PERSON) Any 
quilt which is 287” perimeter and SMALLER 
and is primarily pieced. 

2350 Mid-Size Pieced (TWO PERSONS) See 
description above; two people were 
involved in the making. 

2400 Wall Quilt (ONE PERSON) Any quilt 
and made to hang on a wall for decorative 
purposes. May be pieced or applique. 

2450 Wall Quilt (TWO PERSONS) See 
description above; two people were 
involved in the making. 

2500 Modern Quilt (ONE PERSON) Quilt 
may feature high contrasting colors, 
minimalism, improvisational piecing, 
expansive negative space, and non-

traditional layouts.  

2600 Modern Quilt (TWO PERSONS) See 
description above; two people were 
involved in the making. 

2700 Art Quilt (ONE PERSON) Original 
design and includes a significant amount of 
non-traditional techniques or materials as a 
major design element.   

2800 Art Quilt (TWO PERSONS) See 
description above. Two people were 
involved in the making. 

2900 Pictorial/Landscape Quilt (ONE OR 
TWO PERSONS) Quilt illustrates a 
recognizable image, such as portraits, 
wildlife, cityscapes, naturescapes etc. 

 

 

A category MUST be indicated on the Entry 
Form. 
 

Open Division (Master or Artisan) 

3000 First Show Quilt (ONE OR TWO 
PERSONS) The first quilt entered in a judged 
show by the top maker (not quilter). 

3100 Miniature Quilt (ONE OR TWO 
PERSONS) Any quilt which is not more than 
24” in both width and length with all 
aspects of the quilt reduced in scale. 

3200 Group Quilt (THREE OR MORE) Any 
quilt made by three (3) or more persons 
including the quilter.  

3300 Seniors (ONE OR TWO PERSONS) Any 
quilt made by a quilter 80 years of age or 
over. (Note: Seniors are not limited to this 

category; they are also eligible for Master or 
Artisan Division categories as appropriate.) 

3400 Baby Quilt (ONE OR TWO PERSONS) 
Quilt Intended for use by baby or toddler. 

3500 Wearable Art (ONE OR TWO 
PERSONS) Must include a recognizable 
amount of piecing, applique and/or quilting. 

3600 Junior (ONE OR TWO PERSONS)  
Quilt made by person 17 years or younger.  

3700 Other Techniques (ONE OR TWO 
PERSONS) Whole cloth, hand or digitized 
embroidery, wool, cathedral window, yo-yo, 
crazy quilt or other quilt that doesn’t fit into 
the pieced, applique or art quilt categories.  

3800 Block of Month/Quilt Kit (ONE OR 
TWO PERSON) Includes pattern & fabric. 

Non-Judged Categories  

4000 General Entry 
4100 Black and White Plus One Exhibit  
4200 Antique/Vintage 
4300 Special Group Exhibit - Contact us. 
 
 

The Acquisitions Committee, in conjunction 
with the Judges, reserves the right to 
determine final placement of quilts in 
categories and to combine or divide 
categories in order to facilitate judging. 


